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ABSTRACT: Charge transfer (CT) dynamics across metal−molecule
interfaces has important implications for performance and function of
molecular electronic devices. CT times, on the order of femtoseconds, can be
precisely measured using synchrotron-based core-hole clock (CHC) spec-
troscopy, but little is known about the impact on CT times of the metal work
function and the bond dipole created by metals and the anchoring group. To
address this, here we measure CT dynamics across self-assembled monolayers
bound by thiolate anchoring groups to Ag, Au, and Pt. The molecules have a
terminal ferrocene (Fc) group connected by varying numbers of methylene
units to a diphenylacetylene (DPA) wire. CT times measured using CHC
with resonant photoemission spectroscopy (RPES) show that conjugated
DPA wires conduct electricity faster than aliphatic carbon wires of a similar length. Shorter methylene connectors exhibit increased
conjugation between Fc and DPA, facilitating CT by providing greater orbital mixing. We find nearly 10-fold increase in the CT time
on Pt compared to Ag due to a larger bond dipole generated by partial electron transfer from the metal−sulfur bond to the carbon−
sulfur bond, which creates an electrostatic field that impedes CT from the molecules. By fitting the RPES signal, we distinguish
electrons coming from the Fe center and from cyclopentadienyl (Cp) rings. The latter shows faster CT rates because of the
delocalized Cp orbitals. Our study demonstrates the fine tuning of CT rates across junctions by careful engineering of several parts of
the molecule and the molecule−metal interface.

■ INTRODUCTION

Rational design of molecular electronic devices with a single
molecule or multimolecule assembly as the active component
requires fundamental knowledge of the charge transfer (CT)
pathways and mechanisms by which charge carriers move
through the molecules and between the molecules and the
metal electrodes that support them. A large number of different
types of molecular junctions have been reported,1 which can be
broadly divided into two classes: one that utilizes self-
assembled monolayers (SAMs) sandwiched between two
electrodes2 and the other that utilizes single molecules bridging
two electrodes.3 Measurements on large-area junctions based
on SAMs have revealed detailed CT mechanisms,4−6 and
inspired, for instance, the design of molecular diodes and
memories,7−12 and the first large-area junctions are commer-
cially available.13 In this context, it is important to understand
the timescales of the CT dynamics at the molecule−metal
interfaces and to identify which molecular orbitals are involved
in CT and how it is affected by interface dipoles. However, this
information cannot be extracted from experimental CT data
obtained from molecular junctions. Therefore, it is a common
practice to resort to theories that rely on a series of
assumptions that is very difficult or impossible to verify
experimentally. Here, we report the orbital-selective CT

dynamics of a metal−molecule interface with femtosecond
resolution. We study CT across molecular wires (diphenyla-
cetylene, DPA) tethered to a redox-active moiety (Fc =
ferrocene) as a function of the type of metal electrode M = Ag,
Au, and Pt and tether length (CH2)n = 0−3. Charges injected
into low-lying empty Fc orbitals LUMO+1 and LUMO+2
(LUMO = lowest unoccupied molecular orbital) decay along
the DPA wire to the metal substrate, where the LUMO is
centered on the DPA unit. We derive the following
conclusions: the decay process slows down by a factor of 10
with increasing interface dipole, the decay rate of LUMO+1 is
much more sensitive than LUMO+2 to interface dipoles, and
LUMO+1 and LUMO+2 are affected differently due to their
Fe and Cp characters, respectively, where Fc = FeCp2 and Cp
= cyclopentadienyl. These results clarify the impact of the
metal electrodes on the CT dynamics involving low-lying
unoccupied levels and elucidate which orbitals are involved
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and how they are affected by the interface dipoles, which helps
to guide future experimental and computational studies.
The CT characteristics of individual molecules and their

ordered assemblies on a solid substrate have been routinely
studied by the measurement of static electric conductance,
implemented with a large variety of experimental techniques
including break junctions,14 junctions with carbon-based
electrodes,15−17 and liquid metals18−20 or conductive poly-
mers21 as top electrodes. However, direct quantitative
measurement of CT is not possible using static electrical
probes, and so knowledge of the CT times along the molecules
and their electrical contacts is lacking, which limits the
understanding and impedes the optimization of molecular
electronic devices. Synchrotron-based core-hole clock (CHC)
spectroscopy provides a means of measuring the time scale of
the CT dynamics across the metal−molecule interface
selectively for each relevant molecular orbital. Figure 1

shows the electronic processes involved in the CHC
measurement. We describe below the essential features of
the measurement; for a detailed account of the principles of
CHC spectroscopy and the estimation of CT times using the
CHC technique, readers are referred to comprehensive
reviews.22−25

A core electron is photoexcited to the unoccupied molecular
orbitals, generating a core hole. The core-hole lifetime acts as
an internal reference clock to time the CT dynamics. Within
this period, the core hole can decay through the process of
participator decay (resonant photoemission involving the
photoexcited electron in the low-lying unoccupied molecular
energy levels) and/or spectator decay (resonant Auger
intramolecular electron transfer in response to the presence

of the photoexcited electron), leading to the enhancement of
photoelectron signals. When the unoccupied orbitals of the
molecules couple with the continuum electronic states of the
metal surface, the excited electron gets transferred to the metal.
The participator and/or spectator decays will be quenched and
the core hole decays through the nonresonant and regular
Auger processes. From the extent of this quenching effect, we
can determine the time of the CT. The CHC technique is
element-, site-, and orbital-specific, allowing selective studies of
CT dynamics of elements and/or orbitals of interest at the
time scales of subfemtoseconds to a few hundreds of
femtoseconds.23,26 In particular, the CHC technique’s ability
to distinguish electrons coming from different molecular
orbitals makes it an ideal tool to study junctions built from
complex molecules that may involve multiple tunneling
pathways, and CHC is an ideal spectroscopic benchmark for
density functional theory (DFT) calculations of the electronic
structure of molecular tunnel junctions.
The CHC technique has been used to study a variety of

metal−molecule and metal−semiconductor interfaces.27−29 In
the context of SAMs, it has been used to investigate the effect
of molecular conformation,30−32 molecular dipoles,33,34 and
molecular anchoring groups35 on the CT rate. Comparatively
little is known about the impact on the CT dynamics of the
work function of the metal and associated metal−molecule
bonds that depend heavily on the type of the metal used (in
particular, bond dipole or push back effects).36 It is well known
that the interface dipole, which consists of the bond dipole and
the molecular dipole, can affect the work function of the
electrodes, Φm, and hence modulate the barrier height for
electron or hole injection given by eq 1.37,38

εε
μ μΔΦ = × +eN

( )m
0

bond mol
(1)

where μbond is the bond dipole associated with the metal−
sulfur bond and μmol is the molecular dipole, e is the electron
charge, N is the number of molecules per unit of area (which
directly relates to the surface coverage), ε is the dielectric
constant in the junction, and ε0 is the permittivity of free space.
In large-area molecular junctions based on SAMs, μbond has a
large influence on the electronic properties of these
devices.39,40 For instance, Frisbie et al. reported that increasing
the interface dipole results in increasing molecule−electrode
contact resistances, but they have also reported the opposite
trend. More specifically, they reported that for SAMs of S−
(CH2)n−1CH3 or S−(Ph)n (Ph = phenyl), the contact
resistance of molecular junctions decreases with increasing
Φm of the native metal electrode (i.e., ΦAg = 4.5 eV, ΦAu = 5.2
eV, and ΦPt = 5.7 eV) where CT is dominated by the
HOMO41,42 and observed the opposite trend for a SAM of
perylene diimide where CT is dominated by the LUMO.43 In
these studies, the conclusions were drawn by fitting the CT
data to a single-level Landauer theory, and the relevant orbitals
were identified based on DFT calculations of the molecules in
the gas phase, without the molecule−metal interface. This
approach relies on a large number of assumptions (especially
on the orbitals that are involved in CT) and hence it is not
possible to verify experimentally which orbitals are involved in
CT and how much the tunneling rates from each orbital
contributes to the overall CT process.
In this study, we clarify the effect of the metal substrates on

the CT dynamics across the molecule−metal interface and
identify the molecular orbitals involved in CT. We used CHC

Figure 1. (a) Schematic representation of the SAM structure of M−
S−CH2−Ph−CC−Ph−(CH2)n−Fc where M = Ag, Au, and Pt and n
= 0−3. The red double arrow indicates electronic coupling between
Fc and DPA. The dashed orange and green arrows represent the CT
from π*(Fe) and π*(Cp), respectively. (b) Energy level diagram for
the interfacial CT from Fc to the metal substrate. Radiation hν
denotes the photon that excites core electrons in the molecule into
unoccupied molecular orbitals, leaving behind a core hole as depicted
by the yellow arrow (i); excited electron transfer from a molecule to a
metal (ii) from two hybridized orbitals dominated by a cyclo-
pentadienyl (Cp, green) group or central Fe (orange); EF is the Fermi
level; normal Auger decay of an electron from the highest occupied
molecular orbital (HOMO) down into the buried core-hole C 1s level
is marked by the red arrow (iii). The energy level of the π*(DPA)
LUMO is also marked for reference.
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spectroscopy to investigate the CT time in SAMs of M−S−
CH2−Ph−CC−Ph−(CH2)n−Fc (M = Ag, Au, and Pt, n = 0−
3). The structure of the SAM is shown in Figure 1. These
molecules have multiple low-lying unoccupied π* orbitals on
Fc and DPA units that sit above the Fermi level of the
substrates, EF. The excited electrons residing in these orbitals
can transfer to the conduction band of the metal substrate and
conjugate between Fc and DPA, which can be controlled by
changing the number of CH2 linker units, n, which is expected
to have a significant impact on the CT time scale. The effect of
both the energy level alignment near the Fermi level and the
bond dipole of the metal−sulfur bonds can be determined by
comparing SAMs on three different metal substrates Au, Ag,
and Pt. We used the CHC method in resonant photoemission
spectroscopy (RPES) to examine the CT dynamics between
the Fc functional group and the metal substrate via a
conjugated molecular backbone (Figure 1). To access the
CT timescale, τCT, from a certain orbital, we need an isolated
system in which photoexcited electrons on that orbital only
decay by normal Auger process and do not transfer to the
substrate. We have shown, in agreement with others,44 that
three methylene units can electronically decouple Fc from the
metal,45 and thus here we assume that with n = 3, the Fc units
are decoupled from the DPA backbone and behave as an
isolated system. The decrease of the intensity for the coupled
SAMs with n < 3 corresponds to the population of electrons
transferring from the Fc units via DPA to the substrate.
We were able to measure τCT for two distinct, non-

degenerate molecular frontier orbitals on the Fc group, one
centered on the Cp unit (LUMO+1) and the other on the Fe
atom (LUMO+2), and show how the corresponding values of
τCT depend on the degree of conjugation between Fc and DPA
(i.e., value of n) and the type of metal electrode, which have
M−S bond dipoles following the order of Pt > Au > Ag.46 Our
results confirm that (i) conjugated molecular chains facilitate
faster electron transfer compared to aliphatic chains, in
agreement with the results reported for other systems,47−49

(ii) CT time increases exponentially with tunneling distance,
and (iii) the CT times for the same molecule on three different
metals follow the trend of Pt > Au > Ag, quantifying how larger
bond dipoles at the metal−molecule interface retard the CT
process.

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The structure of the M−S−CH2−Ph−CC−Ph−(CH2)n−Fc
SAMs was confirmed by X-ray photoemission spectroscopy
(XPS) using our well-established protocol.50 The sulfur 2p
spectra show that they are predominantly chemisorbed, and
the film thickness does not vary significantly (Figures S1−S3
and Table S1). We have previously measured the static
current−voltage behavior of these SAMs with gold as the only
substrate and a eutectic alloy of gallium and indium as the top
electrode.6 Here, we investigated the energy level alignment for
the SAMs on the three different metals. We used ultraviolet
photoemission spectroscopy (UPS) and near-edge X-ray
absorption fine structure (NEXAFS) spectroscopy supported
by projected density of states (PDOS) distributions obtained
from DFT calculations. The results are shown in Figure 2.
The work function of the different metals differs by up to 1.2

eV, but the HOMO and LUMO energy levels of the SAM with
respect to the metal Fermi level EF remain almost constant. We
attribute the constant HOMO energy to Fermi level
pinning.2,51 The LUMO is located primarily at the DPA and

the Cp rings in Fc, and therefore, is not affected by the metal−
sulfur bonds. To understand the contribution of molecular
orbitals to features close to EF, DFT calculations were
performed to map the projected (or partial) DOS (PDOS,

Figure 2. Aligned valence band (VB) spectra from UPS and the C K-
edge NEXAFS spectra of the SAMs on (a) Au, (b) Ag, and (c) Pt
substrates. The NEXAFS spectra were realigned to the Fermi level EF
by subtracting the binding energy of the C 1s core-level peak. (d)
Calculated PDOS of the Au−S−CH2−Ph−CC−Ph−(CH2)3−Fc
SAM with the Fermi level set to zero. The full data set for all metals
and n values is shown in Figures S8−S10.
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Figure 2d). Peak A in the VB spectra corresponds to the
HOMO of the molecules, which consists of the Fe 3dz2 and Fe
3dxy orbitals with a minor contribution from central CC in
the DPA wire (see orbital-projected DOS distributions and
computed electron density surfaces in the Supporting
Information Figures S11−S13). The small 0.1−0.2 eV shift
of the HOMO energy (peak A) toward higher binding energies
with increasing molecular length is likely caused by photohole
screening effects, which is commonly observed in mono-
layers.52−54 Peak B mainly consists of π orbitals in the Cp rings
and DPA. We attribute the changes in the intensity of peak B
to differences in the DOS of the metal surfaces. For instance,
Pt has the largest signals around EF and overwhelms the
molecule features.55 The DFT calculations show that the
NEXAFS peak I (the LUMO) has no contribution from Fc and
can be attributed to the transition from C 1s to a π*
antibonding level delocalized along the DPA wire. Peak II (the
LUMO+1) corresponds to a transition to the orbitals of Fe
3dxz and Fe 3dyz hybridized with the Cp rings, with
contribution also from π* of the DPA phenyl rings (see Cp
and DPA PDOS shown in Figure S11 and the corresponding
electron density surfaces shown in Figure S13). Peak III (the
LUMO+2) represents a transition to π* of Cp rings hybridized
with the Fe 3dxy orbital. The PDOS shows the contributions to
peak III of 78, 17, 3, and 2% for C, Fe, H, and S, with 85% of
the carbon contribution on Cp and 71% of the Fe contribution
on 3dxy (Figures S11 and S12). Peak IV originates from the

transition to σ* of the C−H/C−S bonds, as discussed in our
earlier NEXAFS results of Au−S(CH2)11Fc SAMs.56 The peak
assignments from the periodic DFT molecule−metal calcu-
lations are generally consistent with previous assignments from
gas-phase models of S−(CH2)n−Fc−(CH2)13−n molecules
bound to a single Au metal atom used in our previous study.57

Figure 3 shows the RPES contour plots for the SAMs with n
= 0, 1, or 3 on the three metal substrates. The resonantly
enhanced VB region features between 0 and 8 eV (peaks A and
B) are clearly visible at photon energies of 284.8−285.1,
285.2−286.2, 286.8−287.5, and 288.3−288.6 eV, correspond-
ing to the resonances I, II, III, and IV in NEXAFS spectra. The
features at higher binding energies (>8 eV) are dominated by
normal Auger decay signals from lower-lying levels and are
omitted here for clarity. Resonant enhancement patterns are
sharper for SAMs on Au (Figure 3e−h) and Pt (Figure 3i−l)
than on Ag (Figure 3a−d), which may be due to the strong Ag
4d signals that overwhelm resonant signals or could also be due
to ultrafast CT between Fc and Ag (see below).
The resonant enhancement of a specific peak is strong when

the corresponding valence states have a spatial overlap with the
unoccupied orbitals that the core electrons are excited into.
Figure 3 shows that the signal for peak A (HOMO) is strongly
enhanced for photon energies corresponding to mainly
resonances II and III (see Figure 3e for a guide to the eye),
with peak A and resonances II and III featuring strong
contributions from the iron center. On the other hand, peak A

Figure 3. RPES contour plots for SAMs of M−S−CH2−Ph−CC−Ph−(CH2)n−Fc. (a−d) M = Ag, (e−h) M = Au, and (i−l) M = Pt, with
subpanels from top to bottom showing n = 0 to n = 3. The corresponding UPS and NEXAFS spectra are shown in panel (e) to highlight the
resonant-enhanced features.
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is weakly enhanced for the transition to the occupied orbitals
on the DPA rings (in particular, resonance I). In contrast, peak
B is strongly enhanced for resonance I and to a lesser extent for
resonance II and then III, confirming the contribution from the
DPA unit, which agrees well with the computed electronic
structures. To quantify the CT times from the SAMs to the
different metal substrates, the integrated RPES profiles were
obtained by integrating the resonant photoemission signals
(i.e., participator decay) in the RPES spectra within the
binding energy window between 0 and 7 eV and are plotted as
a function of photon energy as shown in Figure 4.
To allow for a direct comparison of intensities, the C K-edge

NEXAFS spectra were obtained by integrating signals over the
entire binding energy window of 0−20 eV. The NEXAFS
spectra represent the total cross section of electron excitation,
whereas the RPES profile receives contributions mainly from
resonant decay; their relative ratio counts the population of
electrons undergoing participator decay, which in turn allows
calculation of CT times. To extract the accurate intensity of
each resonance, the least-squares peak fitting was performed
for both spectra (Figure 4 and Figure S7, with details of the
fitting procedure given in the Supporting Information). The
calculated τCT values for resonances II and III associated with
Fc moieties are summarized in Table 1 and plotted in Figure 5.
For SAMs on Pt, the IRPES/INEXAFS values for n = 1 and 2 are
comparable with that for n = 3 within the uncertainty of the
signals, indicating relatively long CT times (≫200 fs) beyond
the range accessible by the CHC technique. Therefore, we are

only able to provide a lower limit of these lifetimes of 200 fs in
Table 1.
The most obvious results from the data shown in Table 1

and Figure 5 are that the conjugated DPA wire allows for much
faster CT compared to an aliphatic linker. In our previous
study on Au−S−(CH2)n−Fc−(CH2)13−n SAMs,57 the CT
times were already too long to be detected by CHC
spectroscopy when n = 5 (tunneling distance = 7.3 Å). In
the present SAM, the distance from Fc to Au is more than
twice this distance, 15.9 Å, for n = 0 (as measured by XPS,
Table S1) but the CT time is only 12.9 ± 1.3 fs. This is due to
conjugated linkers providing better orbital delocalization for
resonances II and III on Fc, which accelerates the transfer of
the excited electron to the metal conduction band via off-
resonant tunneling involving the LUMO delocalized over the
DPA unit. On all metal surfaces, the CT times for resonance
III are shorter than those for resonance II (τII > τIII), which can
also be explained by delocalization. Cao et al. showed that the
electrons excited to unoccupied orbitals with mostly Fe 3d
character (resonance II) remain localized on Fc.57 On the

Figure 4. Integrated RPES spectra for SAMs of M−S−CH2−Ph−CC−Ph−(CH2)n−Fc and the corresponding fitting curves. Metal substrate is (a)
Ag, (b) Au, and (c) Pt. The intensity for each photon energy is the integral of VB spectra in the binding energy range of 0 to 7 eV. The fitted peak
denotes resonances I (blue), II (green), III (purple), and IV (pink).

Table 1. Charge Transfer Times (τCT)
a from the LUMO+1

(Peak II) and LUMO+2 (Peak III) to the Metal Surfacesb

τCT (fs)

metal resonance n = 0 n = 1 n = 2

Ag II 17.0 ± 1.2 48.9 ± 7.0 152.0 ± 58.8
III 12.0 ± 1.1 26.4 ± 3.4 57.0 ± 11.5

Au II 39.8 ± 3.8 105.3 ± 23.7 194.9 ± 95.4
III 12.9 ± 1.3 62.8 ± 13.1 76.3 ± 22.1

Pt II 161.6 ± 64.4 ≫200 ≫200
III 21.7 ± 3.0 ≫200 ≫200

aObtained from the intensity ratio IRPES/INEXAFS as explained in the
text. bThe error represents the standard deviation of the fitting
residual for each resonance.

Figure 5. CT time scale from resonances II (open) and III (solid) to
the metal surfaces Ag (circle), Au (triangle), and Pt (square) as a
function of the number of CH2 groups (n) between Fc and DPA. The
black dashed lines represent the best linear fits for the experimental
data (in log scale). The blue dashed line connects the data points for
resonance III on Au, which does not follow an exponential decay. The
β values derived from the fittings are shown.
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other hand, electrons residing in the much more delocalized
Cp π* orbitals (resonance III) provide a faster and more
efficient CT channel (see also DFT surfaces in Figure S13).
Hot electron relaxation from LUMO+2 to LUMO+1 could
also shorten the apparent CT times for resonance III. This
relaxation process, however, occurs on the order of pico-
seconds,58 which is too slow to interfere with our experiments.
In addition, this effect would also be present in the reference
system (n = 3) and therefore should not affect the results.
In analogy to tunneling currents in molecular junctions

where the tunneling currents decay exponentially with a
tunneling decay constant β, we expect the CT times to
exponentially increase with d. The relationship between CT
time (τCT, through a hydrocarbon molecular wire to an
electrode) and the tunneling distance d can be described as44,59

τ τ= βe d
CT 0

where τ0 is the pre-exponential factor. For a specific resonance,
the CT times increase with increasing number of CH2 groups.
The β values for tunneling current in alkane-based molecular
junctions have been reported for multiple testbeds and their
values are 0.8−1.1 n−1 (n = number of carbons).60,61 Junctions
with molecules with conjugated backbones have much lower β
values in the range of 0.2−0.5 n−1. The fitting results shown in
Figure 5 show that for resonance II, both Ag and Au give β
values close to their static analogue (βAg,II = 1.07 n−1, βAu,II =
0.90 n−1) of aliphatic molecules. Resonance III on Ag gives a β
value of 0.78 n−1 that is considerably smaller than that of
resonance II. Surprisingly, on Au, resonance III does not follow
a clear exponential decay for unclear reasons. This result shows
that even though in CHC we study the CT from the excited
states of molecules to one substrate as opposed to CT through
molecules between two electrodes, the mechanism of CT still
shares the same characteristics and with CHC we can identify
which discrete orbital dominates the through-bond tunneling
process (resonance II in this case). Zharnikov also observed an
exponential decay of CT time with increasing length of alkyl
chains in SAMs of Au−S−(CH2)n−CN.62 However, when the
orbital participating in the transfer/transport is highly
delocalized (resonance III), the CT rate decay does not
behave in the same way as the static current and CT can be
highly efficient. In molecular junctions, however, normally the
applied voltage is low (to avoid electrical breakdown) and
therefore tunneling in a molecular junction does not involve
such high-lying orbitals (such as LUMO+2 for resonance III
reported here) although they potentially are much more
efficient in CT than the lower-energy orbitals.
When comparing the influence of substrates on the CT

times, τ(Pt) > τ(Au) > τ(Ag) is found for both resonance II
and resonance III, for SAMs with a given n value. This result
indicates that the “contact resistance” is the largest for SAMs
on Pt and the lowest for those SAMs on Ag. Although the
overall interface dipole can be determined with UPS,63 the
contributions of μbond and μmol cannot be separated by
photoemission spectroscopy methods. DFT calculations of
the charge density redistribution on the interfaces can precisely
access μbond, which is reported to follow the trend Ag < Au <
Pt.39,64 Larger bond dipoles give rise to lower contact
resistances when the CT is mediated by the HOMO orbital
of the molecule, as shown by the measurement of static electric
conductance in several SAM-based junctions.41,42,65 On the
other hand, LUMO-assisted CT has higher contact resistances
with increasing bond dipoles.49 In this CHC study, electrons

transfer from the LUMO+1 and LUMO+2 of the molecules to
the metals and our results agree with the observations in ref 43.
The d or s bands of the metals have been reported to affect CT
rates across metal−molecule interfaces in the case of Cu
electrodes.66 We did not see this effect in our system because
no significant differences were found in the full DOS for the
SAMs on different metals or for the metal signal for molecule−
metal versus reference bare metal models for any of the metals.
More detailed studies designed to reveal the possible role of
the band structure of the metal on the CT rates will be an
interesting future direction.

■ CONCLUSIONS
We investigated the femtosecond-scale CT dynamics between
two molecular orbitals on Fc-functionalized molecules and
three metal surfaces by CHC spectroscopy. We demonstrated
that the RPES−CHC approach allows us to distinguish the
contributions from resonances II and III, which come from
different orbitals in the molecule. We have identified three
important design rules for controlling CT in these types of
molecular junctions. First, conjugation between Fc and DPA
plays an important role in facilitating the CT through the
molecules, where a single CH2 group insertion is sufficient to
reduce the conjugation and dramatically retard the CT process.
Second, the metal−sulfur bond dipoles create an additional
barrier, resulting in longer CT times for metals with larger
bond dipoles. Finally, strongly localized molecular orbitals with
a predominantly Fe 3d character show slower CT than
molecular orbitals that are more delocalized on Fc. In general,
this study shows how the speed of CT between a molecule and
a metal surface can be controlled by rationally engineering the
structure of the molecules themselves in tandem with the
metal−molecule bond chemistry.

■ EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
A detailed description of the synthesis of the monolayer
precursors is given in ref 6. All other experimental procedures
follow previously reported methods and are described in the
Supporting Information: preparation of the metal surfaces and
formation of SAMs (Section S1), experimental details (Section
S2) and analysis (Section S3) of the RPES and NEXAF
measurements, and all details regarding the DFT calculations
(Section S4).
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